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Motivation
The urban environment



Overview of the experimental setup
Tomographic PIV measurements

Flume of 17 m 
h=0.054 m 
B=0.486 m 
U=0.17 m/2 
Re=63000 (using water depth) 



Tomographic Measurements

Measurement volume of  
5 x 7 x 2.5 cm 

Measurements taken at 100Hz 

4 Mp camera. 

 60 second measurements 



Energy spectra
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Previous observations of this?
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the TKE spectrum showing the three spectral regions above the canopy (top)
and how the canopy elements modify this spectrum by wake production and short-circuiting of the energy
cascade (bottom; revised from Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994)

Inside roughness elements, two additional processes impact the TKE spectral properties:
(1) the work that the mean flow exercises against the foliage drag thereby producing TKE
by wakes (hereafter referred to as WKE), and (2) the spectral short-circuiting of the energy
cascade that represents the same physical process but is acting on turbulent eddies rather
than on the mean flow (Wilson 1988; Kaimal and Finnigan 1994; Finnigan 2000). These
two processes are known to impact a broad range of scales. Scales larger than the canopy
elements can gain some TKE because of WKE but can lose TKE because of the short-
circuiting of the energy cascade (Fig. 1). Scales smaller than the canopy elements can gain
TKE from both the WKE and the short-circuiting of the energy cascade. All these effects
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Fig. 3 The measured longitudinal (φuu ) and vertical (φww) velocity spectra (shown as kx φ(kx ) as a function of the longitudinal wavenumber kx (determined from Taylor’s
frozen turbulence hypothesis) at z/h = 1/6 (left), 1/2 (middle), and 2.0 (right). The −5/3 and −7/3 equivalent scaling laws are also shown for reference in the left and middle
panels. For the right panel, only the −5/3 power law is shown as drag effects are not relevant at z/h = 2. The wavenumbers corresponding to the rod spacing (1/Lr ) and rod
diameter (1/dr ) are shown as vertical lines, while the WKE injection scale, determined from the Strouhal number (i.e., the wavenumber corresponding to 4.8dr ), is also shown



Helicity cascade dominates?
Brossard et al. (1973)

Moffatt, 1969

Assuming local effects govern
Energy governs

Helicity governs, Brissaud et al (1973)

Inverse cascade of energy developed to compensate 
Helicity injection

Invariants in 3D turbulent flow

range



Helicity per unit volume



Helicity spectra
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Conclusions

Helicity can potentially describe the spectral characteristics of these 
types of flows

If Helicity dominates over energy transfers, this can be relevant for 
eddy resolving turbulence closures.

Spatial significance of this observation need to be verified (volume is 
downstream edge of iteration 1)

What type of Helicity injection need to exist to trigger this behaviour?

Recent DNS simulations results also confirm these observations 


